Let 3 be the generator of a Co-group of *-automorphisms of a C*-algebra Ji and H a differential operator of the form
If JL is finite-dimensional then there are certainly derivations 8 and differential operators H of this type which are dissipations but which are not quadratic in 8. The simplest examples occur if JL=M S , the 3x3 matrices.
Example 0.1. Define the derivation 8 on M 3 by d(a) 3 i=ik 3 idji where k jL --kij and & 0 i=l, &02-1 + e, &i2=£-Next define H by H(a) 3 i =-h]ia 3 i where h jL --hij and /z 01 =l+2e, h 02 =l-e 2 , and h lz --£(£+2). Then H is a dissipation, because it is the square of a derivation. Furthermore H=A z d 2j r^8 4: with l z -4(l+£+£ 2 ) and ^4=3. But unless £=0 or e = -1 one cannot express H as a quadratic form in 8. (If £-0 or £ = -1 one has H=-8 2 
.)
Nevertheless if JL is abelian it was established in [2] that the only differential operators H which are dissipations are perforce quadratic. This is even the case if the coefficients l m are not constant, e.g. if X m^J L. A crucial feature in the abelian case is that if the derivation 8 is non-zero then it is automatically unbounded, and it is quite possible that unboundedness of d together with simplicity of JL is sufficient to ensure that only quadratic H can be dissipations. Although we have not been able to prove this we will verify a variety of particular cases in Section 3. These all follow from estimations given in Section 2 which are based upon several spectral assumptions for 8, which are mostly true if 8 is unbounded and generates a one-parameter group of ^-automorphisms of JL. Thus as motivation we begin, in Section 1, by examining the appropriate spectral properties of generators. § 1. Spectral Properties In this section we assume that 8 generates a strongly continuous one-parameter group T of ^-automorphisms of JL and examine spectral properties. For this we adopt the notation of [5] , Section 3.2. The main result of this section, Proposition 1.1, is related to Connes' characterization, [6] , Lemma 2.3.5, of the spectrum of T. Connes' argument can be slightly simplified by using the following known lemma. (This simplification is implicit in the proof of 2=>3 in [5] , Proposition 3.2.40, but the argument there has a gap which is filled by the following lemma.) Proof. In the case that S is a one point set, this is Theorem 2.6.3 in [9] . The proof of the present generalization is almost identical with the original proof, and is therefore omitted.
In the following proposition, and later in the paper, we use the convention for the Fourier transform on R. In this section we show that the spectral properties derived above for generators together with a norm estimate on the"products of approximate eigenelements can be used to deduce that the only differential operators which are dissipations are quadratic. It follows that 2 m =0 for m>2 and ^0. // in addition there is a sequence of non-zero elements c n^D (H] such that it follows that ^0.
Proof. Normalize the sequences a n , b n , so that ||a ft 11=1 = 11^11 for all n and define Then the estimates in the hypotheses of the proposition immediately give \\S(a n , a n }-T(a n , a n )\\\ \S(b n , b n )-T(b n , b n )\\â nd hence \<o n (T(a n , b n }}+0(l)\ z^( <ti n (T(a n , a n ))+0(l)Xo» B (T(fr fl , 6J But to n (T(a n , 6»))= S ^m{(->*»)
where 0(^S~D /2 ) is a polynomial in / re and k n whose coefficients are uniformly bounded in n. The estimate follows from \l n ^M\k n \ 1 '* and the fact that the highest order term of this polynomial is Similarly, <*>n(T(a n , fl n )) = 0(fcg;, a> n (T(b n , b n })=0(k% /4 }, and the Cauchy-Schwarz estimate gives Now since |/ n l>A* and \(o n (a^b n )\^fi/2 for all n it follows in the limit n-^oo that one must have /^-0 if 2p-2>(5/4)/>, i. e. if p>8/3. Iterating this argument one deduces that
Next we deduce that y^O from the estimate S(a n , aJ^O which implies T(a n , aj^0(l). Thus Evaluating this in a state ft> re with a) n (a%a n )=l one concludes that and hence /? 2^0 .
Finally if there is a sequence c n^D (H} of non-zero elements such that
7l-»oo
then it follows from that /1 0^0 .
The primary conclusion of Proposition 2.1 is that the dissipation property together with spectral conditions forces the differential operator H to be quadratic. The secondary conclusion is that the remaining coefficients satisfy y£ 0^0 , /} 2^0 . But this latter conclusion can be reached for quadratic operators under quite general conditions.
Proposition 2.2. Let d be the generator of a non-trivial strongly continuous one-parameter group of ^-automorphisms of a C*-algebra J,. Further let H-1 Q
+^+^2^ for some Xi^C and J9(//)=JL. Then the following conditions are equivalent :
1. H is a dissipation. 2. /^O and /t 2^0 .
Proof. If H has the given form, then and hence 2=>1. We shall now prove 1=>2. First since d is a generator of a non-trivial group of *-automorphisms r there exist non-zero elements c n^D (d) such that ||<5c 7l ||/||c 7l ||-»0 (for example see Remark 1.3). Then it follows from the dissipation inequality, by the calculation above, that Thus ^0^0.
Second noting that the dissipation inequality is equivalent to for all a^D(H], we immediately deduce that if X 0 =0 then ^0.
But if and ^2>0 we may assume X 0 /2X Z =1 by rescaling d. Then for all a^D(H), This immediately implies that d is bounded and ||5||^1. Therefore passing to an irreducible representation in which d is non-zero we may suppose that JL=B(M) and d=ad(ih) with h=h*^B(3C}. Next choose 2x2 matrix units in B(M) with respect to which h is not diagonal. This is possible because d is non-zero, and so h is not a scalar. Then If d is unbounded and a generator then it follows from Proposition 1.1 and Remarks 1.2 and 1.3 that the initial hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied. It is not, however, evident that the approximate eigenelements a n , b n , can always be chosen to satisfy norm estimates for some /*>0. In this section we demonstrate that these estimates do indeed follow from a variety of additional hypotheses on Jl, or on (JL t d).
First remark that if JL is abelian it is relatively easy to use the property \\(a*) m a k \\ = \\a\\ m+k to construct sequences a nt b n , satisfying estimates of the above form. This was essentially the method adopted in the proof of Theorem 1.1. B in [2] . We now consider some other cases. I. There is a factor representation K of Jl such that the set (j^R', x(Jl T (r)){ 0}} is unbounded.
n . There is a representation K of Jl and a non-zero real number j such that the a-weak closure of the linear span of Tt^jTOOjTO')*) contains 1.
HI. There is a factor representation TT of Jl, and a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary group t^R^>U t -e itK^K (Jl}" such that a. n(T t (a))=U t x(a)Uf, aejl, t^R. b. K is unbounded.
IV. JL is simple with identity, and there is an automorphism a of Jl such that a. ar t =r t a, t&R. b. lim||[a, a n («]||=0, a.b^Jl.
n-»oo
Proof. By Propositions 1.1 and 2.1 and Remarks 1.2 and 1.3 the proof of the theorem reduces to the construction of approximate eigenelements a n , b n with the property for some ju>0. We treat the four cases separately, but first we prove the following lemma which will be used in proving the above estimate in cases I and II. (We will actually only need the lemma in the case that TT is a faithful representation. ) We now return to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Case I. As ^M r (-r)) = ^M r (r))*, th e set fre/2, 7rU r (r))^ {0}} is symmetric, and it follows from the hypothesis that there exist sequences l' n , k' n of positive numbers in this set such that and lim k'n = Now, as n(JLy is a factor, the cr-weak closures of the ideals x(JlJl T (k f n }Jl) and n(JLJL T (l' n )JL) in 7r(jT) must be equal to it(JL)". In particular, this implies that
We will verify the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 with p=M=l. First note that, by Proposition 1.1, for each k^R there exists an £=s k >Q such that We are now going to construct the sequences a n , bn^Jl™, k n , l n^R satisfying the requirements of Proposition 2.1. There are 5 cases. Case III. Note that the hypothesis III implies that T t passes to a strongly continuous one-parameter group r r of ^-automorphisms of n(JL) f and hence d passes to a derivation d K of n(JL) such that Then d^ is the generator of T*. Now, by [7] The conclusion of these remarks is that we may assume that n is faithful in case III, and we will assume this from now on. We also suppress the notation n, and assume that JL is faithfully represented on a Hilbert space M in a representation with the relevant properties.
Case L k'n^k'l
As T is unitarily implemented, T extends to a a-weakly continuous oneparameter group of inner *-automorphisms of <3&-Jl". Let M*> be the C°°-elements of this extended action. Then ^^ is a Frechet space in the topology defined by the seminorms x^\\d n x\\, n-0, 1, 2, Observation 1. // x^M^, then there exists a net x m^J l^ such that d n (x)=limd n (x m ) for n=Q, 1, 2, ••• , where the limit is in the a-strong* operator topology on JM, and the net m^\\d n (x m )\\ is uniformly bounded for each n.
Proof. The group r restricts to a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of c^foo, and as this restricted group is continuous in the Frechet topology on <3/«>. It follows from [7] , Theoreme 3.3 that any x^M^ has the form i oo -o dt where y^M^ and f k^C^ ( K] and the sum is finite. By Kaplansky's density theorem, [5] , Theorem 2.4.16, there are uniformly bounded nets m^yk^^Jlĉ onverging a-strongly to y kj and we may use the same index set where the limits are in the a-strong* topology, and we have used the following result.
Observation 2. If T is a a -weakly continuous one-parameter group of -automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra M, the maps r/, where f^C^(R), are a -strong*-a -strong* continuous on the unit sphere of M.
Proof. As (r / U))*=r/(**) it is enough to check that r/ is <7-strong-0--strong continuous on the unit sphere, and realizing M in a standard representation on a Hilbert space M we may assume that r is implemented by a strongly continuous unitary group U and that all the seminorms defining the (/-strong topology have the form .p->||;t{||, where f e^f. Now, if x m is a norm-bounded net converging to x (/-strongly we have to show where the limits are now in the er-weak topology. Since //Ij^ is a dissipation it follows by limiting that H is a dissipation on M^.
Now, by adding a multiple of the identity to the self-adjoint operator K if necessary, we may assume Oe Spectrum (K}. Let k n be a sequence in Spectrum (K) such that |&J^l&il^l for all n=l, 2, ••• , and lim|£ n =00. Let s n be a n->oo sequence of positive reals such that and for m=l, 2, ••• , p. (These s n '$ exist by Proposition 1.1; the problem that T is a weakly continuous group on a von Neumann algebra rather than a strongly continuous group on a C*-algebra can for example be avoided by restricting to the strong continuity subspace c3/ 0 for r, for all G>. This result has some extensions to the case of non-abelian Jl, but the analogue of Proposition 2. 1 becomes much more complicated in the general setting. One has to assume that T has unbounded spectrum in sufficiently many directions. However, an analogue of Theorem 3.1 in the cases II and IV is easier to formulate and prove, since either of these conditions implies that the spectrum, or part of the pointspectrum, of r is a subgroup of R v , and in case IV one has whenever O 19 O 2 are subsets of R v such that JL T (Oi)^Q for i=l, 2. Using this, and techniques from the proof of Proposition 2.1 and from [2] , it is not hard to establish the following result. 
